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Whether “the year of mobile” is in the past, future or only in the
imagination of industry insiders, the proliferation of mobile phones
and especially smart devices makes for a constantly changing
landscape, which digital marketers must navigate. With ad spending
predicted to grow quickly, eMarketer has curated a roundup of key
trends, statistics and information relevant to mobile marketers—as
well as those marketers who have yet to go mobile. We hope this
brief will help you navigate the complexity facing all digital marketers.
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Mobile Overview
By the end of this year, eMarketer estimates there will be nearly 243 million mobile phone owners
in the US, or almost 77% of the population. Nearly half of that group will be smartphone users, meaning
the possibilities for content consumption—and its monetization—are even greater. A quarter of
mobile users in the country will watch video on their phones at least once per month this year, 42%
will play mobile games and a third will check their social networks, to name just a few popular mobile
content activities.
This makes mobile a large and growing
business. eMarketer expects US advertisers to spend $2.3 billion on mobile
this year, nearly double the total spend
for 2011 and rising to more than $10
billion by 2016.
Apps have likewise become big business. By one estimate, the burgeoning
app economy could be worth close to
$50 billion worldwide by the middle
of the decade. A host of revenue
streams—paid app downloads, subscriptions and in-app purchasing and
advertising—will propel the app economy forward as global usage soars.

US Mobile Content Usage Metrics, 2010-2014
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

CAGR

29.0

45.2

61.2

73.3

88.0

24.9%

—% change

52.2%

55.6%

35.5%

19.8%

20.1%

-

—% of mobile
phone users

12.5%

19.0%

25.2%

29.6%

34.9%

-

—% of population

9.4%

14.4%

19.3%

22.9%

27.3%

-

Mobile music
listeners (millions)

22.8

30.9

46.1

55.7

65.6

Mobile video
viewers (millions)

—% change

28.5%

26.8%

35.8%

49.3%

20.7%

17.7%

-

—% of mobile
phone users

9.8%

13.0%

19.0%

22.5%

26.0%

-

—% of population

7.3%

9.9%

14.6%

17.4%

20.3%

-

Mobile gamers
(millions)
—% change

61.5

80.8

102.0

121.3

141.2

20.4%

37.1%

31.3%

26.2%

19.0%

16.4%

-

—% of mobile
phone users

26.5%

34.0%

42.0%

49.0%

56.0%

-

—% of population

19.8%

25.8%

32.2%

38.0%

43.8%

-

39.0

58.4

77.7

92.4

107.4

22.5%

—% change

63.7%

50.0%

33.0%

18.9%

16.3%

-

—% of mobile
phone users

16.8%

50.0%

33.0%

18.9%

16.3%

-

—% of population

12.6%

18.7%

24.6%

28.9%

33.3%

31.8

49.4

66.4

80.2

93.9

—% change

61.1%

55.6%

34.3%

20.9%

17.1%

-

—% of mobile
phone users

13.7%

20.8%

27.3%

32.4%

37.3%

-

—% of population

10.2%

15.8%

21.0%

25.1%

29.1%

-

Mobile social
network users
(millions)

Mobile Facebook
users (millions)

23.9%

Source: eMarketer, April 2012
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Millennials
the Quest for Mobile-Enabled, Just-in-Time Information
July 2012
Mobile Lead
Roundup
Consumer demand for instant information underscores the importance of
mobile search for marketers
No longer do consumers wait until they are back at a home computer to make plans, buy products
and connect with friends—instead, consumers are reaching for their smartphones to take action right
in the moment. According to a study conducted between March and April 2012 by The Pew Research
Center’s Internet & American Life Project, smartphone and mobile device-connected consumers are
falling under a new “culture of real-time information seekers and problem solvers.”
Half of all US smartphone users, according to Pew’s data, had
used their device in the 30 days prior to the survey to coordinate
a gathering. And nearly half had used it to decide whether or not
to visit a business like a restaurant. Non-smartphone owners are
following this trend to a much lesser degree—only 10% had used
their mobile phone during the 30-day period to decide whether
or not to visit a business. Other popular smartphone information
quests included solving an unexpected problem, looking
something up to settle an argument and looking up a sports score.

US Mobile Phone Owners Who Conduct Select
Real-Time Mobile Activities, by Age, April 2012
% of respondents
18-29

30-49

50-64

65+

Coordinate a gathering

60%

45%

27%

23%

Solve an unexpected problem

49%

39%

26%

15%

Look up something to settle an argument

45%

31%

15%

4%

Decide whether or not to visit a business,
such as restaurant
Look up sports score

43%

37%

18%

12%

33%

29%

14%

5%

Get up-to-the-minute traffic or public
transit info
Get help in an emergency situation

31%

23%

11%

4%

21%
21%
18%
16%
Unsurprisingly, millennials are leading this real-time,
Note: in the past 30 days
information-seeking trend. The frequent texters and savvy
Source: Pew Internet & American Life Project, "Just-in-Time Information
Through Mobile Connections," May 7, 2012
social networkers are using their devices to coordinate plans,
139992
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find information and make decisions. It’s likely that the Gen
X and boomer generations will catch up with younger consumers, especially as smartphone penetration continues to grow
among older consumers. The Pew study showed that less than half of US mobile phone owners ages 30 to 49 used their
phones to coordinate a gathering, compared to 60% of those in the 18-to-29 age group.

As network speeds improve and even more consumers adopt smartphones, real-time information access will become the
new normal. The shift toward immediate, “just-in-time” information access means that marketers and content providers must
meet demand for mobile-optimized content. The trend also underscores the importance of mobile search to a marketer’s
mobile strategy.
According to March 2012 data from online advertising management platform Marin Software, paid search spends share of US
mobile advertising continues to climb. In January 2011, paid search accounted for 3.4% of US mobile
ad spending. By December 2011, that share rose to 8.7%.
Mobile paid search spending is increasing for good reason. Between January and December 2011, mobile paid search’s share
of all Google clicks rose 132%. Marin Software is forecasting that smartphones and other internet-enabled mobile devices will
account for 25% of all Google paid-search clicks by the end of 2012.
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Travelers
on Mobile’s Location-Based Information
MobileLean
Roundup

July 2012

Travel searches on mobile devices most often related to transportation
Part of mobile’s appeal to travel consumers is its ability to draw on location-based information, aiding
customers on the move who are looking for car rentals, hotels and other services on short notice. A Q1
2012 report by mobile-local ad network xAd found that almost half of all local travel searches completed on a mobile device in the US were related to transportation. Travel agencies accounted for another
25% of searches, tours and attractions constituted 14% of searches, and 12% of searches related to
lodging and resorts.
xAd also examined mobile-local search data in the three
subcategories of hotels and lodging, car rentals and airlines,
finding relatively high clickthrough rates for all. The CTR for
ads shown after an airline search was an impressive 17.8%,
followed by 17% for car rental searches and nearly 10% for
hotel and lodging searches.
According to the report, the leading secondary action—the
user’s next action after an initial click—for both car rental
and airline searches was the placement of a phone call to a
business, at 73% and 89%, respectively. For hotel searches,
more than three-quarters of secondary actions consisted of
looking at maps and getting directions.
These secondary actions are the result of reluctance among
consumers to navigate brand websites on a mobile device.
Instead of dealing with an inconvenient interface on a small
screen, customers preferred to call businesses directly. In the
case of those performing hotel or lodging searches, consumers
turned to map and directions apps to find the information they
sought. In both instances, users sought the most efficient path,
underscoring why brands seeking to secure bookings from
mobile customers must focus on optimizing local search with a
click-to-call button in results.
With mobile travel research and bookings still emerging and
expected to grow rapidly, brands have an opportunity to get
ahead of the curve. eMarketer estimates that 16 million people
in the US will book travel on a mobile device this year, with that
figure set to more than double to 36.7 million people by 2016.

Performance Metrics for Travel Mobile Local Search
and Local Display Ads Served by xAd, Q1 2012
% of total
Airlines
65.85%
59.00%
17.80%
Car rental
60.22%
43.00%
17.06%
Hotels & lodging
28.38%
7.00%
9.71%
Secondary action* rate

Click-to-call rate

Note: *actions taken after the click
Source: xAd, "Mobile Local Search Stats," May 15, 2012
140497
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Secondary Actions* Taken from Mobile Local Search
and Local Display Ads Served by xAd, Q1 2012
% of total
Description
5%

Maps & directions
36%

More info
1%

Calls
58%

Note: *actions taken after the click
Source: xAd, "Mobile Local Search Stats," May 15, 2012
140496
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Political
Ads
Go Hyperlocal for Mobile Lead Gen
Mobile
Roundup

July 2012

Cost per lead varies by geography
As elections begin to heat up, marketers can look to how time-sensitive campaigns are using newer
media ad vehicles to promote candidates and causes.
Pontiflex, a provider of sign-up ads—including in-app ads that appear on load screens or during other wait periods and ask
viewers if they would like to sign up to receive more information from marketers—released information in May indicating that
the cost of such sign-ups can vary by geography.
US political campaigns targeted several swing states with hyperlocal sign-up ads using ZIP codes previously shared with mobile
apps, rather than using the phone’s GPS for geotargeting, which was considered less reliable. The cost per lead for many states
was tightly grouped between $1.29 and $1.45, but in a few states, including Nevada, New Mexico and especially Montana, it
was significantly more expensive for politicians to attract leads.
Pontiflex CEO Zephrin Lasker attributed the differences in cost
per lead to simple economics: Campaigns targeting states or
smaller localities with relatively few people in them, especially
this early in the election cycle, must pay more to get sign-ups.
Lasker noted two lessons marketers of all stripes could
learn from these early experiments in cost-per-lead mobile
advertising by politicians. The first is that frequency is key:
Political campaigns have a traditional strategy of blanketing
certain media with ads, and doing that with mobile has been
proven to drive leads.
The second is a deeper issue about where those leads should
be driven. Marketers often use a mobile campaign to drive
users to a mobile site—or assume they must have a mobileoptimized website for their mobile call-to-action to be effective.
This can stall mobile advertising efforts since it involves
building out a significant amount of new web content. The
political campaigns used direct sign-up ads instead to increase
membership in email marketing lists.

Average Cost per Lead (CPL) for Mobile Political
Sign-Up Ads Served by Pontiflex in US Swing States,
2012
MT

$3.84

NM

$3.45

NV

$2.36

WI

$1.45

IA

$1.42

IN

$1.40

CO

$1.39

MO

$1.37

MI

$1.36

OH

$1.33

FL

$1.33

NC

$1.31

PA

$1.31

VA

$1.29

Source: Pontiflex, May 23, 2012
140726
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“We use what you already have,” Lasker told eMarketer, “but
just reach people on a different platform.”
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Mobile
Drives
Direct Response for Other Ad Channels
Mobile
Roundup

July 2012

In-store ads drive more mobile response than print
The US is still several years away from seeing a smartphone in every pocket, but the rise of mobile and
the fast adoption of smartphones have led to many consumers going everywhere with their very own
direct-response tool. With the device, they use calls to action from other media to get more information—and sometimes even make a purchase—immediately, wherever they are.
As the habit of pulling out a phone to respond to ads takes
hold, some media are enjoying faster uptake than others.
According to March 2012 research from Google, conducted by
Ipsos MediaCT and TNS Infratest, 43% of smartphone owners
used their device to search in response to television ads at
least monthly. Nearly as many, 40%, searched in response to
ads they saw in stores.
Searching based on magazine ads and out-of-home ads like
posters was less common, but seems likely to increase as
smartphone owners get more and more used to pulling out
their device to get information—increasingly prompted in these
media by 2-D barcodes, as well.

Frequency with Which US Smartphone Owners
Search on Their Smartphone in Response to Select
Offline Ads, March 2012
% of respondents
TV
14%
Magazine
13%

13%
8%

10%

In a shop/business
10%
13%
Poster
10%
Daily

7%

16%

7%

Weekly

16%

16%
17%

45%
16%

12%
Monthly

33%

34%
55%

Less than monthly

Never

Note: numbers may not add up to 100% due to exclusion of "don't
know/no answer" responses
Source: Google, "Our Mobile Planet" conducted by Ipsos MediaCT and TNS
Infratest, May 15, 2012

Typically, respondents reported researching products on their
140719
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smartphone while either at home (58%) or generally “on the
go” (43%), followed by in a store (31%), making retail locations the No. 1 single out-of-home place for smartphone owners to
take action.
Meanwhile, the locations of online ads noticed on mobile devices shifted between July 2011 and March 2012 toward a greater
emphasis on general website ads as well as in-app ads. Respondents were somewhat less likely to notice ads in March on
search engines or on retailer websites.
These shifts are part of a maturing mobile ad market, which eMarketer estimates will reach $2.6 billion in the US this year. Such
ads have so far enjoyed click rates higher than those on desktop websites, a fact many have chalked up to their novelty. As that
novelty continues to wear off, smart marketers will look to mobile’s potential for generating responses to ads in other channels
as well as within mobile advertising itself.
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More
Hold-Outs
Plan to Begin Mobile Marketing
Mobile
Roundup

July 2012

Three-quarters of marketers without a mobile strategy have plans to
develop one
Worldwide, growth in the adoption of mobile devices is set to continue apace for the foreseeable future.
So it makes sense, then, that marketers would be moving quickly to adapt to this new channel. But an
April 2012 survey of business leaders worldwide by email marketing services provider Strongmail found
that 55% of respondents were not currently using mobile as a marketing channel.
Despite this, those currently without mobile campaigns seem to
see the writing on the wall—43% of them planned to integrate
mobile into their campaigns within the next year. Another
32% said they planned to develop mobile campaigns in a year
or more, while only 25% said they had no plans for a mobile
campaign at all.

Current and Planned Use of Mobile as a Marketing
Channel According to Business Executives
Worldwide, April 2012
% of respondents

Intended use

Among those executives already in mobile marketing,
optimizing websites for mobile devices held the top spot as
the most frequently used mobile marketing technique, cited by
70% of respondents. In second place were mobile apps, used
by 55% of these marketers. Interestingly, 49% said they used QR
Codes, despite some unfamiliarity among consumers with what
the codes are and how they are used. The advantages of these
2-D barcodes, which allow marketers to leverage the visual
engagement of print ads and lead their audience to mobile
channels, seem to outweigh any consumer confusion.
In spite of all of this activity, mobile marketing remains a small
portion of overall marketing budgets. Almost one-quarter of
respondents said mobile budgets comprised less than 1% of
their overall budget, while one-fifth said it accounted for 2%
to 3% of total money spent. A paltry 6% of respondents said
mobile made up 11% or more of marketing spending.

Yes, in the next 6 months

14%

Yes, in the next 6-12 months

29%

Yes, in a year or more

32%

No

25%

Yes
45%

No
55%

Currently using
Source: StrongMail, "Mobile Marketing Survey 2012," May 23, 2012
140831
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Percent of Interactive Budget Allocated to Mobile
Marketing According to Business Executives
Worldwide, April 2012
% of respondents
<1%

24%

2%-3%

20%

4%-5%
6%-10%
11+%

10%
7%
6%

Don't know
33%
While mobile marketing budgets are relatively small, more
dollars will be allocated there in the coming years. The survey
Note: among those who use mobile as a marketing channel
Source: StrongMail, "Mobile Marketing Survey 2012," May 23, 2012
found that 55% of respondents had increased their mobile
140833
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budget over the past year, and 70% planned to increase it in the
coming year. Only 1% of respondents said they planned to decrease their mobile ad budget over the next 12 months. eMarketer
expects mobile ad spending in the US alone to reach $2.6 billion this year, including spending on display, search and messagingbased formats.
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Apps
Proliferate,
but How Do Users Engage?
Mobile
Roundup

July 2012

The top 50 apps took up 54% of users’ time
The mobile web and apps are like parallel highways, with distinct rules and scenery and their own versions
of congestion and confusion. “The day may come when HTML5 matures to the point that the experience of
using a web app differs little from a native app,” said Noah Elkin, eMarketer senior analyst and author of the
new report “App-etite for Engagement: Marketing Beyond the Browser.” “Ultimately, however, focusing on the
underlying technology in part misses the point about what makes apps popular.”
App users are drawn to the encapsulated experience that improves content delivery and draws on the hardware features
of smart devices. “Consumer response in terms of adoption and use of apps is a testament to their importance within the
marketing ecosystem and the central role they can play when it comes to ongoing engagement,” said Elkin.
According to Nielsen, US Android and iOS app users spent 101
billion minutes per month with their apps in March 2012, more
than double the amount from a year earlier. By contrast, the
amount of time spent with mobile websites grew at a more
modest 44% over the same span.
Still, apps are no different than other media: The options keep
proliferating but the amount of time available in a given day
remains the same. Consequently, consumers’ attentions are
further divided, and they respond by devoting more time to
certain apps. Overall, the top 50 apps ate up 58% of US users’
app time, Nielsen determined. On the other hand, that figure
was down from 74% in 2011, indicating there are opportunities
for new apps to capture consumers’ attention.

Time Spent with Mobile Apps vs. Mobile Web Among
US Android and iOS Users, March 2011-March 2012
billions of minutes per month
101
83

43

42

16

17

“Ultimately, any mobile device with a browser is able to access
the web, meaning a mobile site (or even a web-based mobile
app) has the ability to reach the largest potential audience,”
said Elkin. “What this means is for most companies currently
using legacy platforms ... mobile sites and apps will serve
complementary rather than exclusive functions.”

54

21

23

Mar Apr May Jun
2011
Apps

For marketers who want to engage a mobile audience and
are deciding between a mobile-enabled site or an app, the
essential issue they confront is “what role apps can play within
the broader marketing ecosystem and [in terms of] customers’
interaction with the brand,” said Elkin.

54

70

72

71

72

24

25

27

25

88
79

59

23

26

20

21

23

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar
2012

Web

Source: Nielsen as cited by AllThingsD, May 16, 2012
140941
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Time Spent with Mobile Apps Among US Android and
iOS Users, by App Ranking*, March 2012
% of total
Top 10

34%

11-20

13%

21-30 4%
3%

31-40

41-50 4%
Other

42%

Note: *ranked by active reach of smartphone owners who have used the
app within the past 30 days
Source: Nielsen as cited by AllThingsD, May 16, 2012
140942
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Marketers
to Keep Pace with Mobile, Social
Mobile Challenged
Roundup

July 2012

Effective multichannel campaigns require tight integration of marketing
and information technology
The mobile and social marketing spheres are moving fast, and marketers are doing their best to keep
up. That’s one of the findings of IBM’s May 2012 survey of marketing professionals worldwide, “The State
of Marketing 2012.”
The continued fracturing of the media landscape has made
it increasingly difficult for marketers to reach customers in
large numbers. The poll found that the largest percentage of
respondents, 41%, named the growth of marketing channels
and devices as the top challenge to their company over the
next few years. This was followed by customer collaboration
and influence, named by one-third of respondents.
To stay in front of customers, marketers are jumping into
mobile. According to the survey, mobile websites and apps
are currently the most widely adopted mobile marketing
tactics, used by 46% and 45% of marketers, respectively. And
of those marketers without mobile web or app strategies,
about three in 10 planned to implement one over the next 12
months. However, the highest percentage of marketers said
they planned to make their push into mobile ad campaigns and
mobile email programs over the next year.
Marketers are also showing a strong inclination to expand
into different types of owned media, including some delivered
via third-party platforms. While 66% of marketers said their
company used a social network, almost as many—59%—
were active in microblogging. Marketers were eager to move
into third-party social apps, as well, with 26% of respondents
planning to launch them over the next year.
The continued proliferation of media platforms necessitates
that marketers consider their campaigns across a number of
channels—especially mobile and social—and work closely with
technologists to ensure efficient execution of strategies.

Mobile Roundup

Factors that Will Be the Biggest Challenge According
to Companies Worldwide, 2012
% of respondents
Growth of channel and device choices
41%
Customer collaboration and influence
33%
ROI accountability
28%
Financial constraints
28%
Regulatory considerations
27%
Data explosion
26%
Decreasing brand loyalty
22%
Social media
22%
Emerging markets opportunities (BRIC, etc.)
20%
Shifting consumer demographics
17%
Global outsourcing
13%
Corporate transparency
11%
Privacy considerations
11%
Note: n=362; in the next 3-5 years
Source: IBM, "The State of Marketing 2012," June 21, 2012
142003
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With
Smartphones,
Clorox Meets Moms in the Shopping Aisle
July 2012
Mobile
Roundup

Tiffany Tan
Senior Group Manager, Consumer &
Shopper Promotions

channel is that information and data can be delivered
to her based on her physical location. In terms of
convenience, the main feature about mobile is that it’s
always in her pocket, so she has the convenience of being
able to interact with her phone on her own time.

The Clorox Company

The Clorox Company manufactures well-known household
brands including Clorox Liquid Bleach, Fresh Step, Pine-Sol,
Glad, Hidden Valley and Burt’s Bees. Tiffany Tan (pictured)
heads the consumer and shopper promotions group
within The Clorox Company’s marketing department. She
also runs the Clorox blog, “Mom Moments.” David Kellis
is director of public relations for Clorox. He also heads
social media communication strategies for the company’s
numerous cleaning, household and lifestyle brands. Kellis
and Tan spoke with eMarketer’s Lauren McKay about one
of The Clorox Company’s key demographics—moms—and
how the group is reached on smartphones.
eMarketer: Can you provide an overview of Clorox’s
mobile efforts geared toward moms?
David Kellis: Our overall approach to mobile and
marketing to mobile moms is at the cross section of a
couple of different insights or trends. Moms are a target
for most of our brands, and our focus is on making her
life easier. Based on our research, we approach mobile
with five tenets: immediacy, utility, relevance, location
and convenience.
Tiffany Tan: Immediacy is what’s unique to mobile. It
means she can take action now. Whether it’s looking
up information, shopping or networking, she can do
that immediately. Then feeding into that are four more
characteristics of mobile that well suit the lifestyle of busy
moms. The first is utility. We know that when she’s on her
mobile phone, she’s a hunter of information. She’s looking
to take a specific action and a smartphone can provide her
with that utility.
As it relates to relevance, we know that smartphones
can be customized to her needs. For instance, she can
download specific apps that fit her personal lifestyle and
needs. With location, what’s unique about the mobile

“Immediacy is what’s unique to mobile. It
means [moms] can take action now.”
eMarketer: Given those tenets, how is Clorox
communicating with moms via smartphones?
Kellis: We have mobile sites for the Clorox-branded
cleaning and laundry products, for Pine Sol, for Glad,
which is both trash and food storage, and for Brita. Those
are currently our four main mobile sites that are up and
running. We are in the process of pulling together mobile
sites for Hidden Valley Ranch and Fresh Step, our cat litter.
We also created a branded site, Grilling.com, which is an
offshoot of our Kingsford site.
We have three main apps for the company. Our first app
out of the gate was MyStain, which keeps evolving. We also
developed one for our Glad trash products called Trash
Smart, which educates people on how to best recycle any
item. Our third app, Ingredients Inside, married the insights
we mentioned about how our mom target is using the
mobile phone and then what kind of information she was
seeking. We know, for instance, 49% of mobile consumers
have their smartphone on them while they are shopping.
We conducted primary research and learned that more
than 60% of our target group believes it’s important to
understand what goes into cleaning products.
We further surveyed them and 60% of those who own
smartphones said that a mobile app would make them
more likely to review a household cleaning product’s
ingredient information. So that was the impetus behind
launching the Ingredients Inside app, which allows
consumers to scan a Clorox product UPC code and then be
immediately taken to the ingredient listing for that product.
eMarketer: How do moms respond to marketing and
communications from brands on smartphones?
Continued
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With Smartphones, Clorox Meets Moms in the Shopping Aisle (Continued)

Tan: It’s important that the marketer is marrying insights
with the unique properties or characteristics of the mobile
channel. We are always asking: Is this really demonstrating
a true understanding of who the mom is and what she
needs at that moment? And what value are we actually
providing? As long as we, as the brand, are becoming a
valuable resource to her, through programs like Ingredients
Inside, we hope she’ll be opening her smartphone to us.
We need to earn the right to be in her pocket.

July 2012

aggregating everything about our brand, our product or
company, we need to serve up information that’s highly
relevant to her when she is on the go. The information
we want to give her on a mobile site tends to be highly
actionable. It’s meant to prompt immediate activity, or to
prompt her to take action right away. Whereas, on the
internet, she might be more of a surfer, scanning various
sites before figuring out exactly what she needs.

eMarketer: Do you have any more-detailed insights
into how she is using her smartphone for shopping
activities, such as researching products or using it in the
physical store?

“The information we want to give
[moms] on a mobile site tends to be
highly actionable.”
Tan: She’s definitely using her smartphone for shopping.
At Clorox, we definitely see potential and power for mobile
use, not only in the shopping experience, but in preshopping activities. In fact, we’re looking at mobile as a
broader step in terms of how we’re talking to the shoppers
in the store. Mobile allows us to connect with her while she
is standing in the aisle.
Last year, we did some primary research, and we learned
that nearly half—about 48%—of our target audience
uses her smartphone in some capacity while she is
grocery shopping. Although the leading way she uses her
smartphone isn’t necessarily app or web-based—she’s
often using the calculator for budgeting purposes, for
example. Moms are starting to reach for their phones
to enhance the overall grocery shopping experience,
whether it is to again price compare, do product research,
locate the nearest store, build shopping lists or find deals
and coupons.
eMarketer: How does moms’ smartphone behavior
compare with their internet behavior?
Tan: On mobile, she is really a hunter, whereas on
the desktop she’s a surfer. On mobile, instead of just
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John Dillon
Vice President of Brand Marketing &
Product Development
Denny’s

As vice president of brand marketing and product innovation
for family restaurant chain Denny’s, John Dillon has taken on
many new initiatives to invigorate the brand. Dillon spoke with
eMarketer’s Lauren McKay about Denny’s latest marketing
venture, a location-based smartphone app that encourages
store visits through rewards and menu-related challenges.
eMarketer: Tell us about the Denny’s 50 State Challenge
mobile app.
John Dillon: Denny’s has been on the move in a lot
of different ways—building our brand, increasing the
awareness of the experience at a Denny’s and targeting
different demographics. The mobile app is probably our first
aggressive initiative aimed at strengthening loyalty among
current and potential new guests. We wanted to deliver
an extension of our brand experience and give people a
reason to engage with the Denny’s brand.
The 50 State Challenge app gives guests an opportunity to
check in to Denny’s wherever they are for state souvenir
Challenge Badges. There are different levels of prizes per
accomplished challenge. The ultimate prize, for checking
in to a Denny’s in all 50 states, is free Grand Slams [a fouritem, build-your-own breakfast] for life. We enable individual
check-ins or team check-ins and a number of different
prizes along the way. In addition to checking in, guest users
can use our store locators to find the closest Denny’s and
can check our core and limited-time-offer menus.
eMarketer: Is this app targeting a younger consumer base?
Dillon: Generally, yes, because demographically, younger
consumers do overindex when it comes to mobile usage.
More and more, though, we see mobile used among older
consumers, too. While it may skew toward the millennial
generation, it is geared to our entire customer base.
eMarketer: Why did you choose to embed the checkin capability?
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Dillon: The check-in capability is a way to drive traffic
directly to the restaurant. Thanks to apps like foursquare,
people are now familliar with that kind of check-in behavior.
It gets guests into our restaurant, which is the ultimate
goal for us. There are different badge types and check-in
rewards. For instance, after 10 check-ins, users receive
10% off the entire check. With 25 check-ins comes a free
Pancake Puppies sundae. Early results are surpassing our
expectations. Our franchises and stores are saying they’re
seeing new guests in restaurants, which is our goal.
eMarketer: How do you plan to measure how this is
increasing foot traffic and restaurant sales?

“Elevating the app into the social channels
is also critical—our growing numbers
prove it.”
Dillon: That’s a question we get from our franchisees quite
a bit. We have tracking built into the app on an in-store level
and we can see real-time results. The challenge rewards
are mostly food items to encourage transactions, and to
encourage diners to come back and keep coming back.
We are also hoping this will increase a guest’s check. It is
not just about discounting for us, it’s about bringing bigger
party sizes into the restaurant. And that’s where some of
the social engagement comes in as well. We are rewarding
guests with free menu items, like free Pancake Puppies,
because we know once people try the Pancake Puppies,
the next time they come in on their own, they’ll order
and pay for them. Although traffic and sales are definitely
objectives, another goal was to provide a mobile extension
of our brand. So, the app is another awareness mechanism
and another way for guests to keep the brand top of mind.
eMarketer: Do you see this app and the rewards
that consumers are able to achieve with the app as a
replacement for mobile couponing?
Dillon: Potentially, although we still think there is a role for
coupons. We hope to push the rewards and coupons down
parallel paths. We’re still trying to figure out the best thing
for our guests, both in the short term and the long term.
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